Time Lines, expectations and outcomes
Our processes are designed to not only bring about effective results but also ensure these results come in an
accelerated manner.
If you can appreciate, if a city has 30-50 active offenders causing the bulk of the week to week damage, it is
those individuals we are focussed on delivering to your Police by way of the audit and intelligence gathered and
then the sustained but short term deployment of equipment that acts as sentries in the locations likely to see
those offenders attack.
As an example, one city we will refer you too had 40+ serious offenders who were offending week to week. The
more active they were, the easier and quicker their apprehensions took place.
Cities vary in size, layout and offence rates so outcomes can vary from one to the next. IN the case of the city
we discuss it took a few short weeks to see 11 caught. Over several months another 20 were caught. Within 12
months over 50 were caught and had ceased offending.
Important to mention here is that in almost every case there was no contest by the offenders as they were
caught live on site with can in hand. It was pointless to argue or argue the charges.
Similarly, the other evidence gathered during the audit and coming in from the contractors or citizens was
added to their charges. If in any case there was a contest, we provided expert witness statements for Police to
take to court or present to the accused at interview.
It would be suggested in an average city with dozens of regular offenders, that several could be caught in the
first two weeks and similar to the other examples dozens more over the next few months.
This is about an accelerated program to stop the graffiti damage at the source of the problem once and for all in
a wholesale manner.
If a city allows us to run the program with the autonomy others have within agreed guidelines then the results
will come, rest assured. Potential delays, constraints, interference and other stumbling blocks identified and
removed, allows us to put into play the whole range of what is required to get the results both short and mid
term.
To some this may sound like a posse mentality but that is not the case. It is purely an ability to identify what
stops a program from being fluid, identifying the roadblocks, and providing the dedication and work load to get
the job done with minimal interference.
A Council can continue to run and operate their existing models as they have been, we are not about changing
anything unless they want that advise. Our role is to simply work in a controlled and systematic manner with
Police and Council support, to assist Police to deal with the source of the issues, the offenders.
The level of individual success and timeline considerations are pure guesswork until an audit is completed and 4
weeks in the field is done to appreciate the exact nature of the cities issues. On completion, the assessment will
not only advise who the main or core offenders are, but also their likely location of future apprehension. Past
damage and continued damage would be monitored which will allow Council to understand each offenders
trajectory.

